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Abstract
Metaverse is a virtual, interactive digital environment that provides students with a new learning scenario through technologies such as virtual reality, augmented reality and artificial intelligence. In order to provide a more attractive and effective English learning environment, researchers have begun to introduce meta-universe technology into English language teaching. In meta-universe-enabled basic English teaching, students can interact with the virtual world through immersive learning experiences that simulate real-life scenarios and improve their language skills. Metaverse technology can also provide students with personalized learning paths and resources. In addition, social interaction in the metaverse environment promotes the development of students' intercultural communication and cooperation skills. However, metaverse-enabled basic English language teaching also faces some challenges, such as the cost of technological equipment, teacher training and technical support, etc. Future research needs to further explore how to maximize the effect of metaverse technology in English language teaching.
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1. Introduction
Metaverse is a virtual world that incorporates technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Blockchain to provide a user-centered, immersive digital environment. In the metaverse, users can interact with other users in real time, explore virtual scenarios, participate in virtual economic and social activities, and create and share content. The metaverse is considered to be a digital extension of a simulated real world, and it has great potential to impact the field of education.

Basic English teaching is an important part of cultivating students' English language foundation. The empowering effect of meta-universe on basic English teaching is mainly reflected in the following aspects:
Firstly, meta-universe provides a virtual English learning environment in which students can participate in English learning through immersion. They can have conversations with native English speakers in virtual scenarios to simulate real contexts and improve their listening and speaking skills. At the same time, students can observe and participate in various English cultural activities in the virtual scene, such as visiting places of interest in English-speaking countries and understanding local customs and lifestyles.
Secondly, Metaverse can provide personalized learning content and feedback according to students’ learning needs and levels. Through artificial intelligence technology, Metaverse can analyze students’ learning data, understand their learning styles and weaknesses, and recommend suitable learning resources and activities. In this way, students can customize their learning paths according to their interests and learning needs to improve their learning outcomes.
Thirdly, meta-universe can stimulate students’ learning interest and motivation through virtual role-playing. Students can play different roles, such as English tour guides, business negotiators, etc., and communicate in English in virtual scenarios. This kind of role-playing can help students understand and use English better and improve their language expression and communication skills.

Fourthly, meta-universe breaks the limitations of geography and time, and students can interact and collaborate with students and teachers from all over the world in real time. This provides students with opportunities to communicate and cooperate with people from different cultural backgrounds, broadening their horizons and enhancing their cross-cultural communication skills.

Overall, the meta-universe provides an innovative learning environment and methodology for teaching basic English. Through immersive learning experiences, personalized learning, virtual role-playing and globalized learning opportunities, students can participate more actively in their learning and improve their English language skills and intercultural communicative competence.

2. Theoretical Foundations of Metacosmic Empowerment for Basic English Teaching and Learning

Based on cognitive learning theory and constructivist learning theory, meta-universe empowered basic English teaching enables students to communicate and practice language in real or virtual scenarios by creating contextualized learning environments. Contextualized learning environments can help students apply what they have learned to real-life situations, thus improving their ability to use language.

Based on personalized learning theory and adaptive teaching theory, Metaverse Enabled Basic English Teaching can provide personalized learning content and feedback according to students’ learning needs and levels. Through artificial intelligence technology, Metaverse can analyze students’ learning data to understand their learning styles and weaknesses, and recommend suitable learning resources and activities based on this information to help students better master basic English.

Based on self-determination theory and gamified learning theory, Metaverse empowers basic English teaching to stimulate students’ motivation and interest in learning by providing interesting, challenging and rewarding learning activities. For example, through virtual role-playing and gamified learning tasks, students can play different roles in virtual scenarios, solve problems, and get rewards, thus enhancing their engagement and learning.

Based on socio-cultural theory and communicative teaching theory, meta-universe empowered basic English teaching can provide students with globalized learning opportunities to interact and collaborate in real time with students and teachers from different cultural backgrounds. By interacting and cooperating with others, students can enhance their cross-cultural communicative competence, understand and respect the differences of different cultures, and improve their communicative competence in the international community.

These theoretical foundations provide guidance and support for meta-universe-enabled basic English language teaching. By applying these theories, teachers and designers can better design and implement meta-universe-enabling programs for basic English language teaching to provide more effective, personalized, and interesting learning experiences that promote students’ language learning and intercultural communicative competence.
3. Feasibility and Effectiveness of Metacosmic Empowerment in Basic English Teaching and Learning

Currently, schooling and online learning platforms have the technological foundation and facilities to support the implementation of meta-universe-enabled basic English teaching. The development of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) technologies, as well as the popularization of cloud computing and high-speed Internet, provide schools and learning platforms with the necessary conditions for the implementation of meta-universe teaching. Teachers need to familiarize themselves with the technologies and teaching methods when using the meta-universe to empower basic English language teaching. Therefore, the provision of teacher-specific training and support is key to ensuring feasibility. Teachers can improve their skills and knowledge through professional training and resource sharing to adapt to the demands of the metaverse teaching environment.

Meta-universe empowered basic English teaching can motivate and interest students through immersive learning experiences, personalized learning and gamified elements. Students are more likely to actively participate in learning activities and improve learning outcomes. In a meta-universe environment, students can engage in real-time conversations with native English speakers and simulate real-life situations for language practice. This immersive learning experience helps improve students’ language skills such as listening and speaking, grammar and vocabulary use. Metaverse Empowered Basic English instruction provides the opportunity to interact and collaborate in real time with students and teachers from different cultural backgrounds. Students can better understand and respect the differences between different cultures and improve their intercultural communication skills and international perspective. Metacosmic Empowerment Basic English Teaching can promote students’ independent learning ability through personalized learning and independent inquiry. Students can choose learning contents and learning paths according to their own interests and learning needs, improving learning effectiveness and efficiency.

It is important to note that although meta-universe-enabled basic English teaching has great potential, it may encounter some challenges during implementation, such as technology costs, platform security, and teacher training. Therefore, these factors need to be considered comprehensively and adequate planning and preparation needs to be made before implementation. In addition, individualized instructional design and support may be required for students of different ages and learning levels.

4. Challenges and Limitations of Meta-universe Empowered Basic English Teaching and Learning

First, the implementation of meta-universe-enabled basic English language teaching requires appropriate technological equipment and software support, including virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) devices, high-performance computers, and Internet connectivity. These technical requirements and costs may put some pressure on the resources of schools and educational institutions.

In addition to this, meta-universe empowered basic English language teaching involves the collection and use of students’ personal information and data, and therefore there is a need to ensure the security and privacy protection measures of the teaching platform. Protecting student privacy and data security is an important consideration. Meta-universe technologies need to be learned and mastered, and teachers need to be equipped with meta-universe technologies and pedagogical methodologies, as well as an understanding of how to effectively design and implement English language teaching and learning activities in a meta-universe environment.
Therefore, the provision of teacher training and support is key to ensuring the quality of teaching and student experience. From the learner's perspective, different students may have different technological abilities and adaptability, and some may need additional support and guidance to adapt to the metaverse teaching environment and the use of related technological devices. From a learning outcomes perspective, assessment of learning outcomes in metaverse-enabled basic English language teaching may be challenging. Traditional assessment methods may not be adapted to assess student performance and outcomes in meta-universe learning environments, and new assessment methods and tools need to be developed. In addition, richness and diversity may also be disadvantages; the diversity of meta-universe-enabled basic English language teaching platforms and contents may cause difficulties in choosing between students and teachers, as well as inconsistencies in the quality and content of teaching and learning.

5. Measures to Empower Basic English Language Teaching

5.1. Provide the Necessary Technical Equipment and Resources
Schools and educational institutions need to invest sufficient funds in purchasing and upgrading the necessary technological equipment, such as virtual reality head-mounted displays, augmented reality devices, high-performance computers and networking equipment. Schools also need to provide a stable Internet connection to ensure that students and teachers have smooth access to metaverse teaching platforms and resources. Schools can establish partnerships with technology vendors and EdTech companies for technical support and resources to ensure that schools and educational institutions have the capacity to support the implementation and operation of meta-universe teaching and learning.

5.2. Strengthen Teacher Training and Professional Development
Schools and educational institutions should provide regular training opportunities to help teachers master meta-universe technologies and pedagogical approaches. Training could include hands-on training in technology, training in instructional design and assessment, and experience sharing and collaboration with other teachers. Schools can invite educational technologists and practitioners in the field of meta-universe teaching and learning to conduct training and mentoring to help teachers keep abreast of the latest technological developments and best practices.

5.3. Focus on Students' Resilience and Technical Support Needs
Before starting to use the metaverse for teaching and learning, schools can organize adaptive training and guidance to help students familiarize themselves with the metaverse environment and the use of related technical equipment. Schools can set up technical support teams to provide timely technical support to students, answer questions and solve technical difficulties. Schools can also set up student communities or forums for students to share their experiences and support each other to improve their adaptability and technical skills.

5.4. Strengthen Platform Security and Privacy Protection Measures
Schools and educational institutions should work with technology vendors to ensure that the Metaverse teaching platform has the necessary security and privacy protection measures in place. This includes data encryption, access control, authentication, data backup and other security measures to protect the security of students' personal information and data. Schools should also develop relevant privacy policies and usage agreements that specify how students' personal information is collected and used, and ensure that students and parents have the right to know and control their privacy.
5.5. **Conduct Effective Assessment of Learning Outcomes and Develop Assessment Methods and Tools**

Schools and educational institutions should develop learning outcomes assessment methods and tools adapted to the metaverse environment to ensure effective assessment of student learning outcomes in metaverse instruction. This may include assessment methods based on learning data analysis, assessment of virtual role-playing, assessment of oral communication skills, etc. Schools should also collect feedback from students and teachers on a regular basis to understand their experience and effectiveness of meta-universe teaching and learning, and make improvements and optimizations based on the feedback.

Through these measures, schools and educational institutions can better support and facilitate the implementation of meta-universe-enabled basic English language teaching and ensure the quality of teaching and students’ experience. This will require schools and educational institutions to work closely with relevant stakeholders in a concerted effort to ensure that teachers and students are able to fully utilize the potential and advantages of meta-universe teaching and learning.

6. **Looking Ahead to Future Directions and Possibilities for Basic English Language Teaching in a Metacosmic Environment**

In the future, basic English teaching in a meta-universe environment has a broad development prospect and many possibilities. With the continuous development and integration of meta-universe technology, basic English teaching can be integrated with other disciplines in an interdisciplinary way. For example, by combining English learning with science, history, art and other disciplines, students can engage in interdisciplinary and integrated learning in the meta-universe environment to improve their comprehensive literacy and interdisciplinary thinking skills.

The meta-universe environment provides students with opportunities to interact and collaborate in real time with students from different regions and cultures around the globe. In the future, basic English language teaching can further emphasize social learning and collaboration by encouraging students to improve their teamwork and communication skills by working with others to solve problems, carry out projects and create content.

Metaverse technology can be combined with traditional face-to-face teaching models to form a blended learning model. Students can use metaverse technology to practice and interact virtually in their school or classroom while communicating in real time with teachers and other students. This blended learning model can provide a more flexible learning experience while retaining the importance of traditional instruction and the value of human interaction.

Metaverse technology can provide customized learning content and activities based on students’ learning needs and interests through personalized learning and adaptive teaching methods. Through the analysis of learning data and the support of artificial intelligence, basic English teaching can better meet students’ learning needs, provide personalized learning paths and feedback, and improve students’ learning effectiveness and satisfaction. The application of virtual reality and augmented reality technologies in meta-universe environments will continue to evolve and innovate. In the future, these technologies may become more realistic, immersive, and provide more interactive and sensory experiences to further enhance the effectiveness and experience of basic English teaching. Blockchain technology can be used in a meta-universe environment to create trusted learning records and student authentication systems. Students' learning outcomes and certifications can be verified and stored through blockchain technology, providing students with reliable proof of learning and records of learning outcomes.
Overall, basic English teaching in the meta-universe environment will be more innovative and flexible in the future, providing a richer, personalized and immersive learning experience through cross-disciplinary integration, social learning and collaboration, blended learning modes, personalized education and so on. Meanwhile, with the further development and application of technology, the effectiveness and quality of basic English teaching in the meta-universe environment will continue to improve.
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